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BENDING TESTS OF CIRCU:AR CYLINDERS 02?
..

CORRUGATED ALUMINUM-ALLOY SHEET s

By Alfred’S. Niles, John “C.Buckwalter, and Warren D. Reed

SUMMARY,

.

Bending tests were made of two circular cylinders of
corrugated aluminum-alloy sheet. In each test failure oc-
curred by %ending of the corrugations in a plane normal to ‘–
the skin. It was found, after analysis of the effec% of
short epd bays, that the computed stress on the extreme
fiber of a corrugated cylinder iS in excess of that for a
flat panel of the same basic pattern and panel length
tested as a pin-ended column. It is concluded that this
increased strength w-asdue tO the effects of curvature of
the pftch line. It is also concluded from the tests that
light Imlkheads closely spaced strengthen ‘corrugatedcyl-
inders very materially. . — .-

The section properties of corrugated sheet are summa-
rized in an appendix.

INTRODUCTION

The earliest stressed-skin metal airplanes, those of
Dr. Junkers, were constructed with corrugated duralumin
covering. Some designers have followed Dr. Junkers! lea~
in this respect, while others have used a smooth skin re-
inforced ly various types of stiffeners. Although some
early studies of the problem of the design of stressed-
skin airplanes indicated that the highest strength-weight
ratios could be obtained by the use of corrugated.cover-
ing, the value of these studies was largely vitiated by
lack of knowleage of “theactual strength of either the
corrugated skin or the smodth skin with stiffeners.‘As a
consequence, numerous tests have been made to obtain the
experimental data needed as the foundation for satisfac-
tory methods of designing both types of stressed skin.

I
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The great majority of the test-data that have so far
been generally available tO designers have pertained to
the use of smo~th skin, as the corrugated material lost
favor on account of the tailoring difficulties encountered
in its use. Recently a number of designers have shown a ‘
renewed interest in the use of corrugated sheet, and it
appears desirable to make a study of this material.

‘In reference 1 are published the results~of an exten-
sive study of the compressive strength of flat panels of
corrugated sheet in which failure occurs by local hackling
of the corrugations. It 1s shown in reference 1 that when
local failure does not occur, the compressive strength of
a corrugated panel is given by the column curve for the
me.t~ial.

When corrugated she-etis used tn s-tressed-skinstruc-
tures for aircraft, the pitch line ~s usually curved. The
purpose of tirisreport is to present the results.of bend-
ing tests made of two corrugated cylinders at Stanford
University during the winte~of 1930-31. (A preliminary
report of these results is c’obtainedin a Stanford Univer-
sity thesis by B~&kwalteT and Reed entitled ‘rBendingTest-s
on Corrugated Aluminum-Alloy Cylinder-s.‘1 These tests were
similar to those made by Mossman and Robinson on cylinders
with smooth skin (reference 2).

DESCRIPTION OX TEST CYLINDERS

.-
ll?hetwo cylinders, constructed of aluminum alloy

heat-treated to the specifications of the U. S. Army Air
Corps! were furnished by the Douglas Aircraft Company.
As originally furnished, they were identical in every re-
spect except in the number and spacing of”the bulkhead
rings. The bulkhead ring-swere located so that “incylin~
der 1 t-hecritical bay was 18 inches in length and in
cylinder 3 it was 9 inches. The length of each cylinder
was 35 inches, and the ~iameter of the pitch line of the
corrugated cov,eringwas the same. The covering consisted
of a corrugated sheet of a standard Dotigl”ascompany sec-
tion having a nominal pit=zhof 1.25 “inche”sand a depth of
0.50 inch”,with a thickness of 0.022 ihcfi. Only one lon-
gitudinal seam was necessary in ench snecirnenand it was
made by nesting corrugations ~d rimting alozg the node.
Tho bulkhead rings were of open I!hat!!section of the same
shape and ..sizeas those used in the smooth-skin cylinders
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tested by Mossman and Robinson and reported in reference
2. A.teach end of the cylinders an inner and an outer
angle ring was riveted to the inner and outer nodes of the
corrugations, respectively, and the outstanding legs of
these angles car”riedthe bolts that attached the cylin-
ders to the parts of the test jig. The.se-”an~e-swere
11/16 by 15/16 by 0.0~4 inch section. The general con-
struction,of thes,especimens can be seen very ,wellfrom
figures 1 to 4, which are photog~aphs of them after Yai~-
ureg

In the design of the cylinders it was realized that
the restraint imposed on the sheet at the ends of the cyl-
inders by bolting the end rings to parts of a rigid test
jig would be greater than that at,the intermediate bulk-
heads. If failure occurred in the bay adjacent to the end
rings, this restraint at one end of the critical panel
would probably cause the stress at.failure to.%e in excess
of whatmight be expected for sheet in “a continuous ktrUC-
ture. Hence, it was desired that the failure in the spec-
imens would take place in a central .panel:wherethe end
restraint would not be such an important fac-tor’.rn-order
to accomplish this aim, cylinder 1 had a bulkhead ring-”io-
cated 9 inches from each end, leaving a~ 18-inch hay in
the middle in which fa~lure was almost certain to occur.
Cylinder 2 had three equally spaced %ulkheads, which di-.
vialedthe specimenLinto four 9-inch bays. The seccnd hay
from one end was expected to be the critical one, and i%
proved to be so. , ! t

Ba~ed on the nominal dimensions, the section .:harac-
istics of’the corrugated sheet were as follotis’:

Pitch/depth ratio, p/d = 1...25/0.5● .● .....● 2.50

Ratio of thp raiii~sof corru ations
to thickness, r/t = 70.~235 0.022 ......... 14.70

Weight ratio for p/d of 2.50 (fig. A-1) .. 1.40

Radius of gy-ration, P (~ig..A-l) =
0*355 X 0.5 ...............’................ 0.1’775

Experience has shown that commercial corrugated ma-
terial is seldom true to nominal dimensions, the allowa%le
manufacturing practices and tolerances permitting an ap-
preciable variation between nominal and actual dimensions.
After the bending tests had been completed, therefore, a

-.
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sectirn was cut from each cylinder t-opermit more accurate
determinations of thickness of material, equiwlenti thfck-
ness cf flat sheet, radius of gyraticn of a cor.rugatlon,
and r[t ratio. .-

The actual thickness of “bhematerial used was de%=r-
mined by direct measurement with micrometer calipers with
small spheri’aal-endedjavws, For the determination of the .
equivalent thickness of flat sheet, the sections were
trlfimedto a rectangular shape with two sides alcng ‘troughs
of corrugations and at a distance from each other of a30Ut-
six times the pitch. The ether sides were-normal to tihe
corrugations. These ~iec”esmere”held %y hand against a
flab--surfaceand the-projected area tiasmeasured.- They
were then weighed. The weights divided by the prejected
area’-andthe density of “themateri’algave wha=ere con-
sidered the more reliable values f-or’the equivalent thick-
nesses. The radius of,gyration of a corrugation and the
r/t ratlr mere obtained by direct measurement of the pitch
and depth of the corrugations, both with the sectinns
curved, as when first cuk from the cylinders, and while .
pressed against a-&la.tsurface. Although it was-difficult
b measure the pitch precisely, particularly mith the pitch
line.curve&, it is kelieved that the.error is less than the
noted variation between corrugations. The-radius of gyra-
tion WaS computed from the pitch-depth ratio assuming the
~ect,icnt-esbe made up of–~crfectly circular.arcs tangent
at the pitch line, using for the purpose the curves of ap-
pendix I. The radius’of curvature of a corrugation r;
was also computed from the pitch-~epth ratiq on the same
assumption,.us!ingthe formula derived in appendix 1. Ff-
nally, the equivalent thick.nesswas computed &am the
measured thickness, the”wei.ghtratio for the otiservedpitch-
d,eptihratic, and the curve--–offigure A-1. The equivalent
thicknesses’obtained in this manner were smaller than those
obkainad ky weighing and, as they were net considered as
relia%le as the latt-er,‘woreno+ used in the analysis of
the cylind-ertests.

The measurements and computations made in this study
are recc~ded in table 1..,.

.. ..
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‘TABLEI .

DETERMINATIONOF PROPERTIESOF CXIRRUGATEDSEXJKC

Item

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

?.

8.

9.

LO.

L1.

L2.

L3.

L4.

L5.

L6.

L7.

Actualthickness,in.

Lengthof section,in.

Widthof section,in.

Projectedarea,sq.in.

Weight,g

Weight,g/sq.in.

Wei@t, lb.fsq.in~

Equivalent-thickness,in.

Pitch p, in.

Depth d, in.

Pitch/depth,p/d.

ofd

Radiusofgyrationp, in.

Weightratio

Equivalentthickness,in.

Radiusof corrugationsr,

r/t

.-

I

in

Howobtained.

Directmeasurement

Directmeasurement

Directmeasurement

(2)x (3)

Directmeasurement

(5)/(4)

(6)X 0.00220

(7)/o.l@ll

Directmeas~ement

Directmeasurement

(9)/(10)

I?igureA-1 -

(lo)x (12)
..

FigureA-1

(1) x (14)

AppendixI

!Lp)/(ii)

CyZi~de]

0.0215

5.&3

7.63

44.5

57.6

1.29

.O&?84

.0284

1.28

●41

3.12

,359

.147

1.26

.0271

.349

16.2

Cylinders
2 and3

0.023

3*96

7.76

30.3

41.5

1.37

●00302

.0299

1.28

.41

3*I.2

.369

.147

1.26

.0290

.399—

15.2

—
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For the purpose of computing the stre_sse~in bending
it was assumed that the actual cylinders would have the
same m“omentsof inertia and section moduli as cylinders of
36-inch diameter covered with smooth skin of thicknesses
equal .tothe ~quivalent thicknesses of line O in table 1.
The properties of this equivalent cylinder and the slen-
derness ratios of a si,n~lecorrugation in the critical
gan”elswere then computed as shown in ta~le‘II.

TABL13II ,“,

CCMPU5’ATIONOF SECTION MODULI AND SLENDERNESS RATIOS
..—-——.— ___

Item

Equivalent thickness
t!, in, .........

9iameter, D,- in”.

Uoment–of inertia,
iu.4........,......

Section modulus,
in.3..............

Length of lay”, in.

Xti”diugof gyration,
p, in. ..........

Slenderness ratio ..

Ref’er,encel--Cylinder
1

.— —.—- .,
I

Table I, line 8 c 0.0284-

“- 36

1 = 0.?94 tlti 521

I/R I 29”0

I18

!
.147

L/P - ;122.4 .

Cylinders
2 and Z I

#

0.0298 .

36.

546
.

30.5

9

.“
● 147

61.2
———- .

DESCRIPTION OF TEST SET-UP

The test jig vas arranged as shown in figures 5 to 8.
The main jig consisted of a backple.te A (figs. 5 and 8)
bolted to t~o horizontal ~tructu~al steel cha~nels B and
,braced to them by two pieces of conduit pipe C. An H-
beam D was bolted to the base channels and rested cn the
weighing table of-a testing machine. A wooden structure
3 supported the backplate end of the jig and held the base

.
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channels in a h~rizfintalposition. The tetrapod unit con-
sisted of a structural steel angle F bent into a ring
Wd welded.at the jointj to which Was bolted two steel-
strap tension members G and two piece-sofconduft pipe. .-

H for cofnpress$ontiembersi The tension and comp~ess~on
members were melded at the apex I into a fitting to which
the load was applied frotithe head of the testing machine
through a link J. , -.— ——. ...

Each specimen was bolted to the backplate and to the
tetrapod ring with 10-24 roundhead machine screws. These
screws were put ,throughthe outstanding legs-of the anglQ
rings, a screw oppcsite each trnugh of the corrugation
over three-quarters of the ,circumferenceon the tension
side, and opp~site every other trough on the compr5Esion
side, The longitudinal-joint in fie cortitig~tedsheet was
placed at the top of the cylinder where it would be in
tension and would he lq.,astap$ to influence failure. Shims
of sheet iron were used where necessary bettieenthe &p~I-
men and the jig parts so that tightening Of the machine
screws would not.cause strain in the cylinder. A Riehie
Bros. motor-driven testing ,machineof 30,000 pounds caQ&G-
ity was used to supply the load. “ --

AS the testing-machine head moved down, a vertical
. load was -plied to the apex I and %en&ing and shear

forces mere set up in the t’estspecim~n, Since mern%e~ D
was directly under the point of application of the load,

. the latter could ye measured directly on the scale%eam of
the machine, the jig acting in the fashion of a nutcracker
with force and reaction applied at Z and D, respec-
tively.

An attempt was made to measure the elongations and
compressions of the most stressed fibers Of the cylinders
by the use of extensometers. The arrangement used, how-
ever, proved to be unsatisfactory because any slight btilg-
ing of the sheet c~u~ed an an~lar. movement of”the exten-
someter mounting, which preven-tedthe extensometer rea&-
ings frcm being true measures Of the deformation of the
specimen. -.

Readings were also taken of the change in length of
the vertical diameter of a bulkhead ring using the-sam”e
instrument as had been employed fcr tti-purpose by Mossm-ari””
and Robinson (reference 2). -.
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TIZST.PROCEDURIZ -

The procedure of “t=e-stingconsisted in the application
of the load in desired increments to the apex of the tet-
rapod and the.noting of certain observations for each load
increment. These observations are indicatid by letite-rand
numeral in the log sheet of test 1. (See,appendix II.)
For each load increment, measured on the scale of the test-
ing machine, readings were taken on the four extensoineters
and on the diameter gage, the beam deflections A ‘andB
were measured, and the formation of bulges ‘wasobserved at
?oints Qn the specimen indicated by the reman numerals.

The tetrapod unit, weighing 310 pounds, was the first
load to be applied to.the specimen. Since its point of
application W3.Sat the center of gravity of bhe unit ‘in-
stead of at the apex, the equivalent load at--theapex was
determined.and.is included in the log sheets. It is sim-
ply a fictitious load giving the same moment at the crit-
ical section of the specimen as the 310-pound load of the
t.strapod. All subsequent load increments were applied
through tho head of the testing machine to the apex.

After the first maximum load was reached, t-heload
applied by the testing machine was entirely removed and
then reapplied to.a second maximum value in onder to deter-
mine the “strengthof the sqeci~en after failure.had OC-
curred.

RESULTS.OF TESTS,‘

—

.

.

A complete record of the first and-third tests is con-
tained in ajpendix 11; the important results of all three
t“estsare summarized in table 111. A rough mental picture
of the progress of each test may be formed from the notei
“inthe last column of the log sheets.

+

.
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TABLE 111 ..

SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS

I ‘ ‘ j.... , , :

--—— L--—
cyl-‘Bulk- L/p See- ‘Max- Max- Maximum
in- head of tion imum i~um

est der ring eight crit- mod- moment shear f~
spac- ical Ulus
ing panel
in. lb. in.-l%. l-b. lb./sqoin....—— .—-—---— ———- —

1 1 18 18.6 i22&4 29.0 5;:,520 5,300 18,100 -

~ 2. 9 20.0 61:2 30,.5828,6Z0 7,910 27,150

3 ~ 9 25..3 61.2 30.5 866,110 8,260 28,400.. —— —- . ..
The results of test 2 are of no direct importance in

this investigation, since the cylinder faile-d”-.b~t=arin~
of t’hesheet from the,rivets in the end rings-on the ten-
sion side .heforedefinite failure occu-rre~’”on--t%e’compr8s-.
sion side. These rivets had imperfect-heads~adjaceii~-to ‘
the corrugated.sheet, resulting from the”d.ifficul;yof”-g’et-
ting’a head-fbrrningtool between the two end rings ~urin~
fabrication. The specimen mas.returne~=to the DOU~~&S-
Company where the weak section was reinforced. ‘Thg’,ie,-=,
paire-dcylinder was designate-dcylinder 3. ~e-’=xcesi!
weight of cylinder 3 ov~r_cylinder 2 was due entirely to”
the reinforcement of the latter, .&measure that would have
been unnecessary had it been possible toform bet~8~.riv-
ets. Consequfegtly,

——
it seems only fair to assume t~at the , ““

maximum stress found from test 3 could have been obtained
-with a specimen weighing no more than cyl~tid=i”~i”-%hiCh”is ‘
the.same as the weight of cylinder 1 plus the weight of an
additional bulkhead ring.’ .

..

Cylinders 1 and 3.,after fa.ilure,.areshown in_fig-
ures 1 to 4. It is evident from these pictures that th~.. .
corrugated sheet in the crttical bay& %ehaved in ‘the mafi~
ner of a column. .Final failure occurred in the v:cinity
of the.first bulges to form, the bulges-gradually”increas-
ing with load until the sheet %uckled. In %oth sp~~i~ens
this buckling at the middle of the panel was accompanied
by buckling or crac$ing of the shee~~.verthe bu~khgads at
each end of the c..riticalbay. As shown in figur~ ~ “cyl-i.n-”

-.

der 3 failed hy buckling i~ward on one $1.deof~he v8rtt-
cal.axis of the specimen, and out~ard on th~ other, ~h~le
the corrugation at the axis rema-iiea-pra”c”;icallyltraight.
As noted in the log sheet, before anj load was appl~e”t;
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very slight “initialbulges in the specimen, correspc.nding
in location and direction to the final ones, were observed,
and the peculiar pattern of failure evidently resulted from
tho gradual growth of these initial bulges. They were no
more pronounced, however, than bulges which might be ex-
~ected to appear in any practical structure ~f the corru-
gated monocoque type. ..

No consideration has been given to the readings of
g~ges 1 to 4 because otiservationduring test showed them
to he unreliable. They were omitted entirely in test 3. “

Gage 5, indicating the change.in length of the verti-
cal axis of the first bulkhee,dout from the backplate, gave
rather int-eresti.ngresults. .I?or.thefirst test it showed
a maximum increase in the axis of 0.028 inch, and f-orthe
second, a decrease of 0.019 inch. The fact that in one
case the axis elongated while in the other it contracted
may possibly be explained by the presence, in tho first,I of.a tendency or the sheet in the critical panel to bulge
outw”ardat the bott?m, thus t~nding to stretch.t-heverti-
cal axis, while.in the second, the main bulging was inward,
“tendingtm shorten t-heaxis. Unfortunatie-ly,this gage was
not used in the third test, in which the bulges were in
opposite directions on either side of the ver.tics.laxis.
In this case; if the foregoing “explanationis correct, ~ne
would expect no change in t-helength of the axis, but this
fact cannot.be verified. The rigid backplate and tetrapod
ring undoulttily plaje~a large part in ma~ntaining the
original shape.of the intermediate rings under load and
without this influence the deflections nQje& might–have
been entirely different. Gage 5 therefore gives no indi-
cation of what deflections might be exyected in the %ulk-
head rings of a monocoque sirruGturewith no solid bulkheads
hut-shows, merely, what occurred in these particular tests,

.

●

✎

After complete failure of cylinders 1 anti3, the load
was entirely removed, except for the weight of the tetra-
pod, and then reapplied to determine the strength after
fe.ilure, As noted in the logs, cylinder 1 carried 67 per-
cent of the original load and cylinder 3 carried 77,2 per-
cente

As it seemed desirable to determine the compressive
strength for lncal failure of”the corrugated section used,
small..panels were cut from each cylinder and tested in
compression. Two such panels were cut from cylinder 1,
each with a length Darallel to the corrugations of approx-

.

,“
●
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ima.tely2:8 inches, and fine?ith a length of_.approximately
F.6 inches from cylinder 3. All three panels had a width
of six complete corrugations. The free edges of these
panels were reinforced by bending them about a small radi--
Us. The panels were then tested in compression with flat
ends. In spite of the fact that the reinforcement of the..
free edges was not sufficient to prevent--failures$arti~g
at those locations, and that the tests were no%”made with
any great care, both panels from cylinder 1 showed ulti-”
mate strengths of 34,,000“poun~s’per square $nch or more.
That from cylinder.3 ditinot ha~e failur”estart at thk
free edges and did not fail until the stress was 38,000—
pounds per square inch. b

DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS ,.

A corrugated sheet under compression will fail either
by bending normal to the ulane of the sheet or by local
buckling of the corrugations, depefidin~upon which gives
the lower strength. In the panel tests mentioned in the
preceding paragraph it was fpund that the s~r8ngth for ~o-
cal failure was i.nexcess of Z4,000,pn~ds per sq”ua~~tnch.
As the cylinders failed at computvd stressss of 28,400
pounds per.equare inch and less (table 111),.it is ccncltid-?
ed that failure in the cylin-d.ersoccurred hy %ending of
the corrugations normal to the skin. This conclusion is
also verified by the observed ,typesof failure.. (See figs.
1 to4.)

It would be desirable to compare the strengths deval-
oped in the Cylinder tests with those developed in tests
of small panels with curved pitch-line but no adequate
panel data are available, because of t%e ~reat &iffic@i-y
of obtaining propar end conditions fcr bending ,failureof
the corrugations in a panel ‘withcurved pitch line.’ I-f,”
however, the cylind-ertest ~ta be compared with:the-data
on compr~ssive tests of corrugated panels .yith“straight
pitch lines,-some ver~ ‘interest-in-g”“rel-ationsh”ipsare to he--
found. —..
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..

DE!PERMINATICNOF INDICATED RIZSTRAINT”COEFFICIENTS

FROM TESTS

Since the failures mere due to bending rather than to
local instabll+ty of the corrugations, the f.irsistep in
ccmparing the results of--the cylinder tests with thnse tm
be expected from compression tests of flat pane18 is to
plot the computed stresses at failure against the ratins
of the length ~f the critical bay to the radius OF gyra-
tion of a single corrugation. Such a method was used to
oktain figure 9. For convenience.,the column curves for
aluminum alloy for c = 1, c = 2, and c = 3 are also
shown in the figure.

The ultimate str”essesin l)ethtests fall within the
range of the J6hnson straight-line formula

z = 48,000 -~~
A J-% p

Usinf~the values of L/p from table 111 and substi-
tuting in this formula to compute an indicated restraint
coefficient c, we find that c = 2.68 for the cylinder
with the 18-inch bay, and c = 1.56 f%r the cylinder with
all bays 9 inches in Iengt”h.

Owing tv the continuity of t-hecorrugated sheet acrosg
the intermediate bulkhead rings and t-herigidity of the con-
nections to the stifflbackplate and tetrapod, it was to be
expected_that the strength of the cylinder covering would
exceed that of+ straight pitch-line papel of length equal
to the bulkhead spacing tested between pin ends. In other
words, it was to be expected that the indicated restraint
coefficients computed as just indicated would exceed 1.00.
Such a great d,lfferenceas that found’between”the indLcat-
ed restraink -ooefficients was not expec%d when the cYlin-
ders were designed, though studies made after the tests
show that ii could have-teen predicted from the differ-
ences in the relative lengths of-the bays in the two sp+3c-
imens.

.

●

.

.
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THEORIZTICALDETERMINATION OF INDICATED,

RESTtiINT COEFFICIENTS

In both cylinders the failure was due to the insta-
bility of a corrugation.due to the compression resulting
from the bending load on the ~hole specimen. This corru-
gation may well be thought of as a continuous beam-column
supported laterally at the.end rings and intermediate
bulkhead rings, and also continuously along its length”by
the adjoining corrugations.. The external loading consists
of a uniformly varying axial load proportional to t-hedis=
tance from the point of load application en the ietrapo”~
and such transverse loads as were brought into action by
the deformation of the specimen and accidental eccentric--
ities. Too many uncertainties are involved to permit an
exact analysis to determine theoretically the load at
which the corrugations in the test specimens should have
failed but, by the employment of certain simplifications
and assumptions, some results of value have been o%taine~.
The method of attack used was that partly developed by
Buckwalter in his original study of the cylinder tests.

-.

,..

The first simplification of the problem was to neg-.
lept the possible supporting effect of the adjacent cor- ‘“
rugations. This support might have been manifested in t’wo
ways. The adjoining corrugations, being subjected to lower
stresses, might have carried some of the load when the mos”t
stressed corrugation began to buckle. Secondly, when the
most stressed corrugation began to deflect, circumstantial
stresses may have been set Up in the cylinder that w?uld
have provided it with transverse support. Although such
neglect of the possible supporting effect of the adjoining
corrugations is practically equivalent to assuming that
the curvature of the pitch line has no direct effect on the
elastic stability of the compression side of the “cylinder,
no alternative course appearsd practicable.

The second simplification was to assume the axial
load to be a constant for theentire length”of the corru--
gatlon. Any attemyt to assume the axial load to vary be-
tween supports would have resu~ted in unmanageable mathe-
matics. Even though the axial load in each span had been
assumed a constant proportional to the distance of the
center of the spa from the point of load application, the

.,
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extra labor ‘ofcomputation would have been excessive for
the small resultant gain in accuracy: The qualitative efu
feet of this assumption will be discussed Iatar.

As the intermediate bulkhead rings are light and con-
nected to the corrugations in a manner not well suited tc
transmit a couple, the corrugations were assumed simply
supported .attheir locations. At the ends of the cylin-
ders, the corrugations were ca~ne.tit-ellto the relatively
very stiff backplat-e—andt-etrapcdring by Mrly rigid
connections. The actual degree-of restraint at these
points could only be estimated. Parallel analyses were
therefore made, one set in which the endp were assumed
fixed and another in which they were assumed pinned. The
trua conditions wculd lie between these two assumptions.
In the urdinary f~selag~ the pin-.e~deda~~umy~cn prcbakly
is closer to the act-l conditions ag the bulkheads would
not be relatively as stiff as the backplate aridtetrapod . =
ring of.t-h~-testjig. I.nthe test specimens, however, the
fixed end conditions are prcbably the more nearly applica-
ble.

The transverse loado acting on the coir-ugtitiondue to
deformation of the spec~men and occcntricitiee were as-
sumed to be symm~~tri”calin the following analys-es,Iut
their magnitude and distrikuticn were left undetermined.
This mefihcdis allowakle as the.magnit~de Qnd distribution
of transverse load has no influence on the id6a~ c-~itical
load af a beam-column. The assumption OF symmetry greatily
reduced the extent of -the required computati~ns without
affecting the criterions detiwrminedfor ideal critical
loads.. This result w&s checked by independent analyses in
which the assumption was not made; this material is omi.t-
&d fr.nmthe subject report to conserve space.

It was assumed.t-hatall the supports remained on a “
straight line a~d, .in the case with fixed ends, that the
tangents t-athe elastic curve at both ends of the corru-
gation formed a single straight line. In t-hetests, how-
ever, the cylinders as a.whole were b6nt, so t-hatthe .
points of–suppor$ ~~tuauy fell on a curved line, and the
end tangents to the elastic curve wers at an angle to each
other and to the axial lead. These actual defl~ctlons and
rotaticns could have been &llcwed for in th”eana~yses to
determine ideal critical values cf L/j & the addition
of appropriate terms to the three-mornenkequations. SUCh
terms, however, would have had no effecbon the values of
L/j found critical for the varicus cases. The situaticn

.
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is exactly analogeus to that of transverse load. Although
a change in transverse lead will make a corresponding

.—

change in the bending moments and deflections for any
-L-

given value of L/j kel~w the critical-~it wiIl hot change
the critical value of L/j. The same amnlies to defl&c--
tians,of the supports and rotation of t~~ fixed supparts. - -

Finally, it was assumed that the geometric properties
of the corrugati,enas l’istedin table I were correct.
‘Thisassumption had no influence on the ccmputed values nf
critical L/j but did affect the”values used for I and,
Pi and thus the critical stress corresponding tc any given’
value of L/j as well as the value of L/p for each bay.

After the fcregoing assumpti~ns wpre made, the beam-
column representative of the most s.treskedcorrugaficn nf ““
cylinder 1 could he represented diagraRqatically as in fig-
ure 10. When writing the.three-moment equations ftir~hls ‘“ -
and other cases with ftxeiiends, the effect of the end C~ri-
ditions was allcwe~ fcr by assuming extra end”-baysof zerd
length and including terms with appropriate subsfcrip-tsfor ..
thnse ~ays.’ The generalized three~mcm%nt equati~ns for
the beam-column cf figure 10 can be wri,tt”en(reference 3,
ch. XI) as follcws:

(Ma =IILJ,on account of symmetry)

kl .and k= ,are terms that are depen.d.egton t_heside
lqad W, and need not be evaluated. Since “L.~ 0, t“he
first two term8 in eq,uation(5) are zero, and the equa-
tions may tier9written

- (Llal)bia=.kl ~ (7)(2L1j31)M1+ —
,’

.. (L1ul)Ml (8)+ ~2’Li@l”+ 2L2@aj+ L2Z2)M2 = ~a”_ _

Equations (7) and (8) are of the form
.

._.-

aa X+ Ya Y = Ca .-

.
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and may be expressed in determinant-–-fo.rmas f%llows:

Y=
la. %1

t

.

Then

c1

x= Ca

al I)l

aa ba

It is evident.that

alCa - aacl
=“ ——- --

alba - 121aa

1
.1

.

.

x and y correspond.ti Ml ana
Ma, respectively”,in”equatiens (~) and”(8), and a an~- h,
to the constants in these equatibns.

The critical load for an ideal beam-column U that
axial lead which prcduces infinite bending mement-ssome-
where along its length; consequently, if the moments over
the su~ports are infinite, it “follcws that the critical
load must have been reached. It is obvious f~om an ig-
specticn of the foregoing expressions that both x and y
will be infinite if the denominators of.the right-hand.
terms are zero, provid,ed,of course, that the numeratfirs
are not simultaneously equal to zero. This result is not
likely and,in fact; may be checked for the conditien of

.

*
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end load which gives a value of zero to the Jenominat.or.
If Cl and Ca, which correspond to kl and ka, are”
zero, the numerators are always zero, regar~less of the
values“of the a and b terms. Therefore both kl an~ ‘
ka will be zero unless a side Ioaa is assumed to act on
the beam-column, but with siile.loadacting,-regardless-c-f “- “-
its magnitude, the numerators will ha finite unl’e-ssthe ,
a and b terms make them otherwise.’ flefi-~it is seen
that ,thequantity of the side l~ad.need not.be known, lut
its presence must be assumed. —

—

JIquatingthe denominators to zero, then

Substitution of
(7) and (8) gives

2L12J1
I

.

the corresponding values from equations..
, -.

:“Llal
. =. o

I Llnl (2Ll~l + i2L2.~~””+La~a)
,,

Dividing.through by L1 aridexpanding -..—.

4(81)= a
+ 4p1~aLa/Ll + 2~@1La/L1 - (al) = 0..

The quantities a and s are tabulated for varie~s

values of L/j on page 212 of reference ~, and the value
Gf L/j that gives values gf a and @ “which qatisfy
equation (9.)will be the critical one. —.

The determination of the critical value of L/j for
the beam-column of figure 10 may be carried @ut by trial.
In this case La = 2L1, La/~2 = ~L1/JII and equation (9)
becomes
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Solving this equation by tria&shows_t-hat.as L1/jl
increases f-rem1.00, the left-hand side gces to positive
infinity, changes sign, and increases from negative ~nf!~_-
ity, becoming practically equal ~o~~he..ri~ht~hind-~ide
~vhen %/Jl = 2.47. For this case, then, the end load
wiLl ‘oecritical when %3/Ja = 4.94*

.

-.

In a similar case with three bays of equal length,
La.= Ll, and since L1/jl = L2/ja, al = aa and fll= pa,
equation (9) reduces to

Solving this expression by trial shows t-hat,as L/j
increases from 1.00, both sides of equation (9) increase
to positive infinity and decrease again with positive
sign, always with the left-hand side greaten-in magnitude
than the right until L/j reaches 3.86 when the two sides
are practically equal. When L/j = n; both terms become
infinite, but the solution for.the moments yields the in-
determinate form /WW* For values of L/j greater than
Tr, the moment equations still give-consistent values for
the momentis-until L/j = ?.86. Hence it appears that 3.86
is the critical value of L/j for this second case. .

It is of inte~est to compare the critical~oads fur
these two cases, as the ratio indicates a theoretical in-

-.
,

crease in strength due to using end bays only half as long
as the critical bay instead of having all bays of the same
length. The ntimericelvalues of the critical end loads
for the two cases are not necessary &or this study; only
the ratio between them is required, and it may be deter-
mined from the criticml L/j~s. Let subscripts a and b
designtitequantities for the first and second cases, re-
spectively, and consider only the critical quantities for
the central 18-inch spans df the col”urnns.The ratio of
the L/jIs may be written

--

since La = L%.’ The modulus of elasticity E, and the mo-
ment of inertia 1, are the same for both column sec~ions
and, since j2 = 3!I-/P,

.

●
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The ratio of the critical end loads P,
be ‘expressedas

The ratio of the critical end loads for

,.
.

then, may

—

(lo)

the twp.cases
is then found, by substituting in equation (10) the criti-. cal values of L/j , to %e

E-q‘. =
4.94 2
()
—— ,=m 3*Q6

1.64
‘%

According.t~ this ratio, the cylinder of the,first
case, which corresponds exactly tn cylinder 1, would be ‘“
expected to carry 64 percent mere stmess in the.cfimyrossion
fibmerthan the.cylinder ~f the second case, Tt-a~~oai?s,–
therefore, that the maximum stress fcuniifrom test 1 shculd
be reduced.in the ratic of 1.00/1.64 to represent fairly
the strength of a cylinder With unifc$m 18-inch bulkhead
spacing.

Similar calculations for beam-columns of 1, 2, and 4
equal spafiswith fixed ends have been made and the c~iti-
cal values of L/j listed in table IV.

.
The importance of the end conditions may he founl hy

comparing these.values With siWi}arlY comPu~ed ‘alues ‘f,.
critical L/j for pin-endel %eam-~columns”-withthe.game
arrangements of suFparts. Such values are alsc list:a ~~.
tsble IV. It wil”lbe noted that for all cases of-%ay”sPf-
equal length and pin ‘ends, the critical value of L/~ iS
l-r.For some cases, notakly that of twc equal bay-s,the
methcd of computation previously outlined.results in com-
pu~e~ values of critical L/j in excessof Tr kuk, as
is explained en page 223 of reference 3, such results pres-
uppose a perfect symmetry OF ~he structu–re--atidloading
that is never obtained in practice.

In addition to the critical values @ ,&j? table IV
sho”wsthe correispcndingratios of critical load kc, to
the ?lhzlerload. Pe, at which L/j = l-f.For-the’-l&eal
conditions asstimelfor this analysis, the Euler formula
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Pe = CIT2ZI/L2, applies. so it.may be said that the value
Of. Pc/Pe is the ideal value of restraint coefficient c,
which should be indicated by plot’tingthe stres? at failu-
re against slenderness ratio~ as was done in figure 9.

TABLE IV

IDI!ALCRITICAL LOADS

Condition Critical L/j

Three spans,”A - 2A - A, fixed ends 4.94

II II II pinned ~1 -4,49

n equal spans, pinned ends %,14

nne span, fixed ends 6.28

Two equal spans, &ixed ends 4r49

Three equal spans, fixed ends 3.86

Four equal spans, II II 3.59

CPMPARISC’IfOF INDICATED RESTRAINT COEFFICIENTS

P=o’e
2.47

2.02

1.00

4*OO

2.02

1.51

1.31

H-”it is assumed that the values of pc/pe of table
IV do represent the values of c that should have been
indicated by the test results, the following comparison is
obtained.

TABLE V

INDICATED RIISTRAINTCOEFFICIENTS

Actuat test “ 2“.68 1.56

Fixed ends 2.47 1.31

Pinned ends ‘2.0”2 1.00

“1
1

m

,
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A high degree of precision must.not be claimed for any
cf the values gf ,indicatedrestraint”coefficien-%listed in
table V. Those computed frnm the test ~ata depend on”c~<-
culated values,of.$tregs and slenderness~r~tii,fi~itherOf
which are very precise ~n account, ~rimarilyi of the rela-
tively l?w precision of the measured dimensi~”ns@f the
corrugations and the lack of unif~rmi’tybetween the c~rru-
gations. The y.r,obable.error due ttdlick of nrecis~nn’‘in
measuring the pitch arid-depthof “ac-orruga”t”i~nc~uld he
computed, ~ut i_~would_%e .of little value as the cofiputed,
radius o< gyraticn depe”nd”~on the hssump”tienthat the cor-

.. rugate.isection -ismad-eup Of a “n.utiterof true circular
arcs tangent to each o“therat the”pitch line. That ,th.is
assumption is af’doubtful “validityis indicated by “th:edis-
crepancy tetween the equivalent thicknesses comput”edfrom
the weights of.pieces Of the material, and thnse ccmputed
from the p/d” ratic. Furthermore,”the stress values as-
sumed to have.been realized in the “testsreflect any error
in the determination of the equivalent thicknesses. If
those ccmputed from the p/d rati.?had teen used in cnm-
puting the section:mqd_@i,’the computkd stresses, and
therefore the indicated restraint ccefficie-nts,would have
been higher than those listed in tables 111 and V. Origi-
nally it was hoped.to obtain more precise v_al_uesof the ~
actual’stresses ,developed“%ytaking e“xten.sometermeasure-
ments during the.tests. It was found, however, that these
readings were unreliable as the slightest buckling of the
material made .them.meaningless. The values of restraint.
coefficient listed in table V as having Feen indicated by
the tests must therefore Ie rated as only approximate.

Similarly the procedure for determining the theoret-
ical values of restraint coefficient that stibuldhave been
indicated by the test results was such that the resulti-ng
figures cannot te considered very precise. Praba”Dly:the
most important source of 6rror.was the neglect ‘of”the cur-
vature of the pitch line. As .p.revi~uslystated this cur-
vature should increase the strength nf’the mcst -heavily
loaded corrugation, and the tests indicate clearly that it
does so, lut the.data are inadequate “in”hc.thquantity and
q~lity tn gr.ovidea quantitative measure Qf $hi,saction.

While.the n-eglectof pitch-li~e curvature tended to
reduce the computed values fernindicated restraint coeffi-
cient, some of the other assumptions tendeda,toincrease ‘-
them. Most irnporta”ntof these was the agsumptinn of ah-””””
ideal material with an in”finiteproportional limit., -All
practical materials have “finiteproportional.lim_<ts.abo”ve

—.—

.

.,

,
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which the slope of the stress-strain curve diminishes. A6
a result, the practical critical loads at which failuro
actually t~-kesplace are always less than the &-al cr~ti-
cal leads obtained from analyses like that carried out in
the f~regcing sections. For rnem%ers@&’high slenderness
ratios, with negligible transverse loads and deflections
of intermediate supports, t-hedifference between the ideal
and practical critical loads is so small that-it may be
neglected.,buti-whenthese conditions are not present the
difference may be ~ery large. In the cases under consid-
erati~n, the fa”ctthat the stressss at failure came within
the range cf-t-hestraight-line formula shows that th’edif-
ferences between the twc critical loads would be appre”cia-
kle~ The bending of the cylinder Causing the supports of
a corrugation to fall on a curve-d--line“andthe ends to ro-
tate with respect to “~ch other would make this ‘difference
greater than would be the Cas”s’if tih~actuaL”condttions of
supportihad been the same as those a’ssum-edfur the analy-
sis.

The assumption o-fa constantiaxial load also would tend
to increase &he theoretical values of indicated c. In
reference 4, James shows that the “st-iffrie{s--of‘a beam-col-
umn decreases at an accelerating rate as L/j increases,
Thus the decrease in stiffness, and hence the restraint on
the critical bay due to the greater lead @n the adjacent
inboard panel, is greater than the increase due tiothe
smaller loads on th”eoutboard pan”e”ls..fhe~re.f.o~e-the crit-
ical values of L/j in table V are somewhat larger thqn
those which would have been obtained-from“anal~sesin which
the variation in axial load was taken into acccunt.. . ...

The primary ~bjective of”the “f”o-”regoin–ganalysis”to de-
termine the critical lost of “a-corrugation was “to deter-
mine how closely the effe”ctof v~ii-~t–ftins‘in--th-e--len&ths
of bays on the general instability stress of the cylinder
covering could be predicted. Owing to the causes mentionod,
the’values listed in table T are net sufficiently preCise
to permit prec~e ~u~titative conclusions on this point.
It is believed, however, that they justify the statement
that valuable qualitative cOnclu~ions as t= the effeot of
varying the lengths Of bays can be o%tained from analyses
of this type.

In the applicattin Of th~-results of the cylinder
tests to practical fuselag”edesign, it =h~uld be remem-
bered t-hatthe end iings to which the cylinders were at-
tached were relatively much stiffe—ti-than the bulkhead rings

.

‘
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or frames likely to be used in an airplanep-._Until further
tests justify a less conservative procedure_,it is recom-
mended that where fhe bulkhead rings or frames a-re–equally
spaced, the design be made on the as-sump_~ion,~hatthe most
stressed corrugation iS q pin-ended column“with a length
equal to that between frames. For the present, therefore, .-
the tyPe ~f critical load analysis just illustrated is of.
more value for the interpretation of tests than for com-
puting stresses to .keallowed.in design.

Attention should be directed to the “necessityof knowv
“ing the act.u&l~imensions of any corrugated sheet used in
the primary structure of an airplane. The first study of
the cylinder tests was made on the assumptiorithat the
nominal dimensions of the corrugations were correct. The
result was that the indicated values of restraint coeffic-
ient were cnly c = 1.69 for cylinder 1 and c = 1.02
<or cylinder 3. Both of these values are considerably be-
low the figures for fixed-end conditions iisted in talle
v. The value for cylinder 1 is even below that for.the
pin-ended coqditiyn, while that for aylinder 3 is not sig-
nificantly above that for the pin-ended con~iticri.In thg
foregoing analysis for.the determinate.on.pfc~itica~ loads, ““-
it was found that, theoretically, cylinder 1 should carry ,
1.64 times as.much as’a similar cylinder with three 18-
inch bays. On this basis it appeared that test 1 indicat-
ed the restraint coefficient for a cylinder with three 18-
inch bays would have been only 1.69/1.64 = 1.03, or prac=
tically the same.as for cylinder 3. As theee result$ sug-
gested that neither the restraint at the ends of the cyl-
inders nor the pitch-line curvature iticreasedthe general
instability stress of the corrugated cylinder covering, :-“-
the tests were considered of little practical value. “The” ““-
later study based on the corrected values for the ccr”ruga-”
ticn dimensions was needed to demonstrate their real worth.
It is true that the design recommendations of the pre~ed~ “-
ing -paragraphare practically the same as those drawn from
the earlier study of the data, but they are now made with
the kn~wledge that theyare conservative and subject to .
liberalization as mo~e test data is accumulated; whereas
they were hardly justified on the basis of the earlier
study. — .----—— ——-— .__ -—. ..L ...-

REMARKS ON BULKIU3ADRINGS —

One of the most important problems of fuselage.design
is the determination of the stiffness ~&_ S,tqengthr6quirpd.. —
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in the bulkhead r“ingst~ permit them to act as”effective
supports to the corrugations of the skin. In some earlier
editi.cnsof Department of Commerce Bu”lletin7-A the ru”ie
was laid down that each bulkhead ring sho”uldbe “desi”gned
to--carryas a column a load equal to t“heshear On thi SeC-
tinn, the unsupported length being assume&as no% less
than half the height–of the ring. The rings used in the
test cylinders under discussion were of the same size as
those in the cylinder tests reported by Mossman and Eobln-
son in reference 2.. In that report the stirengthcf a ring
computed acccrding t’othe Department of Commerce rule was
orily696 pounds. In the tests under discussing the maxi-
mum shear of 8,260 pouhds caused no noti-ceabledistortion
Cf-the yings. This result shows t-heexcessive severity of
the earlier Department of—Ccmmerce rule, which has now
proper,lybeen abs.ndoned. Unfortunately, the tests give no
indication as t.ohQw much lighter the rings might have been
without losing their effectiveness as supports to the skin,

—.

Although the tests under consideration fail to show
how light-the %ulkhead kings may be made, t-heyinilicati‘
clearly the advantage of using a large number @f light
rings closely spaced,”instead.of a small number of rela-
tively heavy rings. If it is assumed, as suggested, that
cylinder 2 would have carried the same load as cylinder 3
if the rivetshad been perfect”,’it-is seen that the merf3”
addition of ,alight bulkhead ring”in the middle of the 18-

..—

inch panel of cylin”der1’resu’ltedin an in,cr~aseof stress
from 18,100 to 28,400 p’o~ds per square inch.

.—
Thus a 7.5- *

percent Increase in weight of “specimengave a 57-perCent .
increase In stress.at failure, and 46-percent improvement–
in strength-weight-ra=o.

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions may reasonably be drawn from
the cylinder tests under consideration:

1.. When failure occurs by %e’ndingof the corruga-
tions normal to the skin, the computed stress on the ex-
treme fiber of a co~rugati.edcylinder is in excess.of–that
for a flat panel cf the same basic pattern and panel length
tested as a pin-en&ed column- -.

L?. The added strength is due to t-heeffects of curva-
ture of t%% pitch line.
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34 There.~s, as yet, insufficient data to determine
quantitatively the increase in strength resulting frcm
pitch-line curvature,

4. The effect of’varying the distaric~~.etween“trans- .-~
‘versesuppcrts (bulkhead rings cr frames) can b.edeter-
mined qualitatively by analyses ef the type illustrated in
the discussion.

5. Deviations of the actual .dimensio.nsfr@.m.the nom- ._’
inal in commercial co”rrugat”e.dmaterial are likely to he of
appreciable magnitude, and in design it is a~visa’bleto..
determine with care”the a’ctualdimensions of the material
to be usetl. .-

6. In practical design i$ is desirable ta.neglect
the strengthening e-ffectof p,itch.-linecurvature and re-
straint at heavy bulkheads until more test data indicates
the extent to which these factors ca’nhe relied upon.

?Yia Where bulkheads and frames are light’and equally
spaced it is advisable to assume the length equal to the
bulkhead spacing and the restraint coefficient equal to

.-..-

unityw

!3. A large number of light bulkhead frames will be
mare efficient than a small number of re~ativelY heavy
ones. The heavy bulkheads shmuld be used only where the
structure is subjected to heavy concentrated loads, as at
the wing reactions.

o.-9 Mere test data is needed on the problem of the
stiffness required in the bulkheads.

lo* More test data is desirable to determine qua~ita-
tively the strengthening effect of pitch-line curvature~

Guggenheim Aeronautic Laboratory,
Stanford University, California,”

January 20, 1937.

h.

.
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APPENDIX I

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR TEE PROPERTIES

OF CORRUGATED SHEET

!l!heproperties for which fumulas are now derived are
those of a series of tangent circular arcs, each-multiplied
by a thickness t. Thaugh the results are not st.rict~y
applicable-to sections of corrugate~ sheet,-”tZi_e--%esulting
error is much less than th-atdue to tunevariation of comm-
ercial sheet from its theoretical dimens”’ions.The nomen- ““
cl.atureand dimensions used are indicated in figure A-1.

1. Area of one arc:

A=Jt&s=2Jb t r da= 2t r 6
0

(Al) .—

2. Moment of inertia of.one arc about the pitch line.

2M-J bd
I = (t ds = 2-J ~- y) trda

0.

= 2 lb [(r - r cos8) - (r - r cos a)]2trda —
o

b
= 2t r3 J (COS a - cos b~a da -

0

= 2t r3 jb (cos2..a - 2 cos _a cos 6 + COS2 f3~’d’a
o

r=zt r3 Q+ “
6

L2 ‘
* sin 2cL- 2 sin ~ COS 6 + u 6-0S2 6

1.-0

1
[(

= ‘2”trs b
)

~ + c@sa b - ~ sin 2 6,1 (A2)

3. Radius of gyration of one arc shout the pitch line.

6
.-

— (A3$
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4. Included angle of one-half of an arc in terms of
pitch and radius of corrugation.

5. Radius of corrugation

3y inspection r(~-

r(l-

r r1-
L

(A4)

in terms o~4tch and depth.

Cos e) = d/2

1 - sins 6) = d/2

[

pz 1
r = 1—=+id

16d

6. Moment of inertia“per inch of pitch line.

I per inch of pitch line =

—

, —

.

(A5)

_.H.2t rs b
1

$ + Ccsa 6 - ~~ sin 26
-.-— .——-— —— —— 1=

p/2

7. Ratio of weigh! of corrugated sheet to weight of flat “ .
sheet of same thickness and prejected area.

-.

‘

.
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8. Summary of formulas.

The foregoing formulas may be written:
f .

r =kld (A7)

(A7a”)

P =kad (A8)

I = k~ t ~ ner inch of pi$chline (A9)
P- —.

[-.”
—

where k~ = 4k13 ti(0.5 + COS2 b)-: sin 2~1 (A9a)
_.-=—— -’J..

4kl b
T =4kld~=–

<m
(Alo)

P

Values of kl, ka, ks, and q are listed in table A-1

and are platted against p/d in figures A-1 and A-2.

TABLE A-1

COEFFICIENTS FOR PROPERTIES OF CORRUGATED SHEET

p/d1
kl

.—— .———-
2.0. 0.5GO0
.2.5 .6406
Z.o .8125.
3.5 1.0156
4.0 1.2500
4.5 1.5156
5.0 1.8125
6.0 2,5000
7.0 Z.Z12.5
8.0 4.2500
9.0 5.3125

——— —

.. ..—--—-—
k=

————
0.3536
.3568
.3589
,36(33
.7613
.Z620
.3626
.3633
.3638
.3641
.3643

—

----1
—————

k= 9 8

–6.?927 1.5708 ‘–1.5708
●4401 1.3832 1.3495
.4922 1.2740 1.1760
.5476 1.2052 1.0383
.6053 1.1591 .9273
.6647 1.1269 .8364
.7254 1.1035 .7610
.8495 1.0725 .6435

A

.9760 1.0536 .5566
1.1042 “1,0412 .4900
1.2335 1.0326 .4373

—— —--

b

. .
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FigureA-l.- Valuesof4 and% forcorrugatesheet.
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(a) ‘ (b)
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(c)

Figuro1.=Cylinder1 afterfailure.
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Figure2.- Cylinder3 afterfailure.
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~igure3.-Failureof cylinder1. Figurea..Backplateof testingjig.’
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Figure4.-J’ailureof cylinder3.
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C, 3 in.coniuitpipe. J,Milled.steel
E, 4by 4 in.pine. 13,6 In.22.8lb.H-beam.

Figure5.-Diagramof testset-up.

I r
\\\\\ ///// \\\’.

A, 518in.boilerpqatestiffenedwith F, ‘i’by#/z~ 518in.21.0lb.unequalangle.
8 in.11.5lb.chmmels. G, 3-~ylf2in.flatsteelbar.

B, 12 in,23.7lb.chemels. H, 2-1/2in.conduitpipe.
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a

Flgur*7.-Cylinder1 in jigreadyfortest.
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Figure9..Relatim betweencolumncurveandobservedstressesat failure. ...— .
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Figure10.- Loadingofassumedbeam-column.
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